
Mini Column

Today’s Japan 
Rediscovering Japan at Mystic “Power 

Spots”

Do you know that each of the twelve months of the 
year has a traditional Japanese name? For example, 
October is called Kannazuki or Kaminashizuki. It is 
written “ ,” which literally means “the month of no 
gods.” The name comes from a legend that all gods 
throughout Japan leave their shrines and congregate at 
the Izumo Taisha shrine in Shimane Prefecture every 
October to discuss the coming year’s marriages and 
relationships among all people in society. 

Izumo Taisha has long been known as one of the most 
significant places associated with good fortune in finding 
a marriage partner. Recently, however, a larger number 
of people are visiting the shrine as a popular “power 
spot.” “Power spot” is a Japanese-English term for places 
where one can visit and find happiness. 

Many TV programs introduce shrines, temples, 
mountains and other such sites with a special focus on 
the ancient mystic legends behind them, and travel 
agencies are taking advantage of this boom and offering 
travel plans to power spots throughout Japan, from 
Hokkaido in the north to Okinawa in the south. 
Statistics show that domestic travels have increased, 
perhaps owing to such extensive publicity. 

To the young people of Japan who tend to look toward 
foreign countries, the power spot boom appears to 
provide an opportunity to rediscover their own country. 

Communicating Feelings in Japanese 
 Words of Praise 

Only human beings have the culture of praising 
others. Offering words of praise also means 
acknowledging others, and can be considered the 
foundation of human relationships. 

In Japanese, the word “ii ( )” is a prime example of 
words that not only praise, but acknowledge others. It is 
a simple word that can be used frequently in various 
situations, such as “anatawa shisei ga ii (you have good 
posture),” “ii iken desune (you have a good point),” etc. 
You might want to try using it in your daily 
conversations.

Other words of praise include “subarashii desune,”
“sasuga desune,” “migoto desune,” just to name a few. 

In child rearing as well as employee training, praise is 
said to help children and employees grow, but the 
Japanese people do not seem to be good at giving praise.

Anyone who is praised will put on a bright smile. 
Moreover, being praised leads to self-confidence and 
strengthens aspirations. If someone you praised says, 
“You’re wonderful, too,” and praises you in return, you 
will also feel happy about praising that person. Mutually 
praising each other is perhaps humanity’s wisdom for 
continuous development.




